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Telephone: 805-340-8450

5 YEAR OLD 15.1 HAND BLACK GELDING $ 12,500

Description

Beautiful black AQHA 15.1 hand 5 year old black gelding. Cash is really well-built with nice thick bone and foot.
He is well-bred with Dash For Cash on his papers which gives him the speed for most any events. Cash is bred
to run and can do it all. In the arena he has the go we want but takes it down a few notches and will ride quietly
out on the trails. This is a gentle and friendly horse that is a pleasure to ride and be around. In the arena Cash
has a good neck rein, collects up nice, lopes out on cue and takes his leads every time. He will lope out fast or
slow, has a good stop and backs soft and does nice roll backs. He side passes to open the gates as well. This
horse is outstanding to ride out anywhere. He is solid riding around our busy neighborhood setting and is solid
and dependable to ride out on our mountain trails. He will lead or follow, rides quiet in larger groups and will go
out on his own. Cash navigates our steep rocky terrain like a good trail horse should. He crosses the river,
downed timber and such and goes anywhere we point him. He handles everything we encounter with confidence
and ease. Cash has been patterned around the barrels, roped some out of the box. Also used to sort and gather
cattle on. No bad habits and is 100% safe and sound. All that and B-E-A-U-T-I-F-U-L! Sold! Sorry you missed
him. We have others so feel free to give us a call and see if we have a match for you! Happy trails!

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: DDD DANCIN FOR CASH  Gender: Gelding

Age: 5 yrs  Height: 15.1 hands

Color: Black  Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: Yes
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